DNA vaccination with heat shock protein 60 inhibits cyclophosphamide-accelerated diabetes.
Nonobese diabetic (NOD) mice spontaneously develop diabetes as a consequence of an autoimmune process that can be inhibited by immunotherapy with the 60-kDa heat shock protein (hsp60), with its mycobacterial counterpart 65-kDa (hsp65), or with other Ags such as insulin and glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD). Microbial infection and innate signaling via LPS or CpG motifs can also inhibit the spontaneous diabetogenic process. In addition to the spontaneous disease, however, NOD mice can develop a more robust cyclophosphamide-accelerated diabetes (CAD). In this work, we studied the effect on CAD of DNA vaccination with constructs encoding the Ags human hsp60 (phsp60) or mycobacterial hsp65 (phsp65). Vaccination with phsp60 protected NOD mice from CAD. In contrast, vaccination with phsp65, with an empty vector, or with a CpG-positive oligonucleotide was not effective, suggesting that the efficacy of the phsp60 construct might be based on regulatory hsp60 epitopes not shared with its mycobacterial counterpart, hsp65. Vaccination with phsp60 modulated the T cell responses to hsp60 and also to the GAD and insulin autoantigens; T cell proliferative responses were significantly reduced, and the pattern of cytokine secretion to hsp60, GAD, and insulin showed an increase in IL-10 and IL-5 secretion and a decrease in IFN-gamma secretion, compatible with a shift from a Th1-like toward a Th2-like autoimmune response. Our results extend the role of specific hsp60 immunomodulation in the control of beta cell autoimmunity and demonstrate that immunoregulatory networks activated by specific phsp60 vaccination can spread to other Ags targeted during the progression of diabetes, like insulin and GAD.